Workshop Agenda: Implementation Research and Planning
for the Early Warning System in Puerto Rico

Agenda

Goal: This workshop will provide participants with information about implementation science that will provide a foundation to enable them to design an implementation plan for the Early Warning System in Puerto Rico.

1. Introductions – 5 minutes, Sandra Espada and Jenny Scala
   Objective: Allow individuals an opportunity to learn who is participating in the workshop, where they are from, and what their Early Warning System background is.

2. Overview of workshop – 5 minutes, Jenny Scala
   Objective: Ensure participants have clear understanding of workshop goals and purpose

3. Overview of the research on implementation science – 30 minutes, Jenny Scala
   Objectives:
   • Provide an overview of the research on implementation science
     o Definition of Implementation: Efforts to incorporate a program or practice at the community, agency, or practitioner level

4. Reviewing sample implementation plans – 40 minutes, Jenny Scala
   Objectives:
   • Provide an opportunity to discuss components of implementation plans
   • Allow participants time to review sample implementation plans

5. Begin implementation planning for Puerto Rico – 30 minutes, Jenny Scala
   Objectives:
   • Provide time to begin drafting implementation plans for an aspect related to Early Warning System efforts in Puerto Rico

6. Closing – 10 minutes, Jenny Scala